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Recent Advances in Practical Secure Multi-Party Computation∗

Satsuya OHATA†a), Nonmember

SUMMARY Secure multi-party computation (MPC) allows a set of
parties to compute a function jointly while keeping their inputs private.
MPC has been actively studied, and there are many research results both
in the theoretical and practical research fields. In this paper, we introduce
the basic matters on MPC and show recent practical advances. We first
explain the settings, security notions, and cryptographic building blocks of
MPC. Then, we show and discuss current situations on higher-level secure
protocols, privacy-preserving data analysis, and frameworks/compilers for
implementing MPC applications with low-cost.
key words: secure multi-party computation, privacy-preserving data anal-
ysis

1. Introduction

Secure multi-party computation (MPC) [1], [2] allows a set
of parties to compute a function f jointly while keeping their
inputs private. More precisely, the N(≥ 2) parties, each
holding private input xi for i ∈ [1,N], are able to compute
the output f (x1, · · · , xN) without revealing their private in-
puts xi. There is much progress in the research on MPC, and
its performance is dramatically improved. Moreover, many
applications on MPC have been proposed.

In this paper, we explain the recent situations in prac-
tical MPC and its applications. More concretely, we denote
the following topics.

• We introduce the settings and security notions we usu-
ally consider in the MPC research.

• We show some building blocks (homomorphic encryp-
tion, garbled circuit, secret sharing, and trusted hard-
ware) for efficient MPC.

• We show recent advances in secure higher-level pro-
tocols (e.g., equality check, less-than comparison), ap-
plications (machine learning, string analysis, the near-
est neighbor search), and implementation-related ef-
forts on MPC.

In Sect. 2, we introduce the settings and security notions on
MPC. Then, we show some building blocks (homomorphic
encryption, garbled circuit, secret sharing, and trusted hard-
ware) for MPC. As a concrete example, we take up secret
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sharing-based two-party computation and explain how to se-
curely compute arithmetic and boolean gates. We also dis-
cuss pros and cons between building blocks. In Sect. 3, we
explain the recent advances in practical MPC. More con-
cretely, we show how to construct higher-level secure pro-
tocols, recent situations on privacy-preserving data analysis
including secure machine learning, and the efforts for im-
plementing MPC with low-cost. Section 4 is the conclusion
of this paper.

2. An Overview of Secure Multi-Party Computation:
Settings, Security Notions, and Building Blocks

In this section, we show the technical overview of secure
multi-party computation.

2.1 Settings

There are many different settings that the previous works
have been considering. We here explain these settings.

(1) Client-Server Settings

We consider the N clients that have their secrets. We call
these clients as input parties. We consider the situation that
these N clients execute MPC to communicate with each
other. We call the parties that execute MPC as computing
parties. In the above case, input parties and computing par-
ties are the same. However, not necessarily, every input
party has rich computing resources. Moreover, we cannot
execute MPC using the secrets of arbitrary N clients if the
MPC protocol is optimized for fixed M(, N). In these situa-
tions, we usually consider the client-server (or outsourcing)
setting; that is, input parties are not the same as comput-
ing parties. In this setting, N clients send their (processed)
secrets to the M servers (=computing parties), and then M
servers execute MPC. After that, servers return their execu-
tion results to the clients.

(2) The Number of Parties

M varies in building blocks. In secret sharing-based MPC,
for example, we can set arbitral M ≥ 2. There are many ef-
ficient and optimized MPC schemes for fixed M. Note that
the collusion resistance depends on the building blocks. For
example, (see Sect. 2.3.1 for more details) when we consider
three-party computation (M = 3) using 2-out-of-3 secret
sharing schemes, the confidentiality is broken if two com-
puting parties collude. Besides, the property of computing
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parties also affects on security and efficiency of MPC. The
setting that all computing parties do not deviate from the
protocol is called “semi-honest” settings (for more details,
see Sect. 2.2). As stronger security notions, we usually con-
sider “malicious” settings. In this security notions, we con-
sider the computing parties that deviate from the protocol.
In this setting, the rate of malicious parties affects the effi-
ciency of MPC. In recent situations, there are many practical
schemes in semi-honest or honest-majority settings.

(3) Communication Environments

MPC requires communications between computing parties.
Therefore, the performance of MPC relies not only on the
machine resources but on communication environments. In
many previous research results, the performance of MPC
has been evaluated over local area networks (LAN). In MPC
over LAN environments, the performance bottleneck is case
by case. In practice, however, we have many situations that
cannot assume LAN environments. In secret sharing-based
MPC with the client-server setting (in Sect. 2.3.1), for ex-
ample, MPC over LAN environments means all computing
parties work under the same administrator. It is difficult to
say the secrets are appropriately distributed between non-
colluding servers in this situation. Based on such a situa-
tion, recently, we can see research results on MPC over wide
area networks (WAN). In this setting, the performance bot-
tleneck is not computation but communication in most cases
because of its poor bandwidth and large latency. Which is
more important depends on the circuits we compute and the
data size we treat.

2.2 Security Notions

In the security evaluation of cryptographic research, we de-
fine the security goal and prove that the proposed schemes
satisfy them via security reduction. The security against
semi-honest (or, honest but curious) adversaries [3] is the
basic and minimum security notion in MPC research. In
this security notion, the adversaries try to obtain informa-
tion from their views but do not deviate from the protocol.
More concretely, security against the semi-honest adversary
is defined as follows:

Definition: Security against Semi-Honest Adversary Let
λ be the number of parties. Let f : ({0, 1}∗)λ → ({0, 1}∗)λ

be a probabilistic λ-ary functionality and fi(~x) denotes the
i-th element of f (~x) for ~x = (x1, x2, · · · , xλ) ∈ ({0, 1}∗)λ

and i ∈ {1, 2, · · · , λ}; f (~x) = ( f1(~x), f2(~x), · · · , fλ(~x)). Let
Π be a λ-party protocol to compute the functionality f .
The view of party Pi for i ∈ {1, 2, · · · , λ} during an exe-
cution of Π on input ~x = (x1, x2, · · · , xλ) ∈ ({0, 1}∗)λ where
|x1| = |x2| = · · · = |xλ|, denoted by ViewΠ

i (~x), consists of
(xi, ri,mi,1, . . . ,mi,t), where xi represents Pi’s input, ri repre-
sents its internal random coins, and mi, j represents the j-th
message that Pi has received. The output of all parties af-
ter an execution of Π on input ~x is denoted as OutputΠ(~x).
Then for each party Pi, we say that Π privately computes

f in the presence of semi-honest corrupted party Pi if there
exists a probabilistic polynomial-time algorithm S such that

{(S(i, xi, fi(~x)), f (~x))} ≡ {(ViewΠ
i (~x),OutputΠ(~x))}

where the symbol ≡means that the two probability distribu-
tions are statistically indistinguishable.

As described in [3], the composition theorem for the
semi-honest model holds; that is, any protocol is privately
computed as long as its subroutines are privately computed.
We also usually consider the stronger security model; secu-
rity against malicious adversaries. In this notion, the adver-
saries may deviate from the protocol, and the composition
theorem does not hold; that is, the higher-level protocols
based on maliciously secure building blocks do not always
satisfy malicious security.

2.3 Building Blocks

There are some building blocks for MPC. Here, we mainly
explain the MPC based on secret sharing as an example and
show a short overview for others.

2.3.1 Secret Sharing

By using secret sharing (SS) (e.g., [4]), we can compute
arithmetic or boolean gates over shares (e.g., [2], [5]–[8]).
By combining the above gates, we can compute arbitrary
circuits over shares. In this setting, both inputs and outputs
are shares. Here, as an example, we explain how to securely
compute arithmetic or boolean gates in two-party settings
via Beaver triple-based secure two-party computation with
preprocessing [2], [9].

(1) Arithmetic Gates

We explain how to compute arithmetic ADD/MULT gates on
(2, 2)-additive SS. We use the standard the (2, 2)-additive SS
scheme, defined by

• Share(x): randomly choose r ∈ Z2n and let JxKA
1 = r

and JxKA
2 = x − r.

• Reconst(JxKA
1 , JxKA

2 ): output JxKA
1 + JxKA

2 .

We can compute fundamental operations: ADD(x, y) :=
x + y and MULT(x, y) := xy as follows:

• JzK ← ADD(JxK, JyK) can be done locally by just
adding each party’s share on x and on y.

• JwK ← MULT(JxK, JyK) can be done in various ap-
proaches. Here we explain the method based on Beaver
triples (BT) [9]. Such a triple consists of JbtK1 =

(JaK1, JbK1, JcK1) and JbtK2 = (JaK2, JbK2, JcK2) such that
(JaK1+JaK2)(JbK1+JbK2) = (JcK1+JcK2). Hereafter, a, b,
and c denote JaK1 +JaK2, JbK1 +JbK2, and JcK1 +JcK2, re-
spectively. We can compute these BT (that are used as
auxiliary inputs of the secure multiplication protocol)
in offline phase; that is, we can generate BT in advance
since it is independent of shares. In this protocol, each
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i-th party Pi (i ∈ {1, 2}) can compute the multiplication
share JzKi = JxyKi as follows:

1. Pi first compute (JxKi − JaKi) and (JyKi − JbKi).
2. P1/P2 sends them to P2/P1, respectively.
3. Pi reconstruct x′ = x − a and y′ = y − b.
4. P1 computes JzK1 = x′y′ + x′JbK1 + y′JaK1 + JcK1

and P2 computes JzK2 = x′JbK2 + y′JaK2 + JcK2.

JzK1 and JzK2 calculated as the above procedures are
valid shares of xy; that is, Reconst(JzK1, JzK2) = xy.

We abuse notations and write the ADD and MULT pro-
tocols simply as JxK + JyK and JxK · JyK, respectively. Note
that similarly to the ADD protocol, we can also locally com-
pute multiplication by constant c, denoted by c · JxK.

(2) Boolean Gates

In boolean XOR/AND gates, we use the standard (2, 2)-SS
scheme, defined by

• Share(x): randomly choose r ∈ Z2 and let JxKB
1 = r

and JxKB
2 = x ⊕ r.

• Reconst(JxKB
1 , JxKB

2 ): output JxKB
1 ⊕ JxKB

2 .

By converting + and − to ⊕ in arithmetic ADD and MULT
protocol, we can obtain XOR and AND protocol, respec-
tively. We can construct NOT and OR protocols from the
properties of these gates as follows:

• NOT(JxKB
1 , JxKB

2 ): P1 and P2 output ¬JxKB
1 and JxKB

2 ,
respectively.

• OR(JxK, JyK): From a basic property of OR gate, we
can construct OR by combining NOT and AND; that is,
OR(JxK, JyK) = ¬AND(¬JxK,¬JyK).

When we construct higher-level secure protocols, we use
these two types of shares and their conversion protocols (in
Sect. 3.1).

(3) Generation of Beaver Triples

We can compute BT in an offline phase since it is indepen-
dent of the inputs (x, y). We usually generate BT using HE
or Oblivious transfer (OT) between two computing parties
in advance [10]. To improve the time we need for this gen-
eration, the model that the third party generates BT without
using HE/OT and distributes them to the computing parties
has been proposed [11], [12].

2.3.2 Homomorphic Encryption

Homomorphic encryption (HE) is an encryption scheme that
can execute some operations (addition, multiplication, or
both) over ciphertexts. We have some types of HE; addi-
tive HE (e.g., [13]) that can compute addition, multiplicative
HE (e.g., [14]) that can compute multiplication, somewhat
(or leveled) HE (e.g., [15], [16]) that can compute addition
and the restricted number of multiplication, and fully HE
(FHE) (e.g., [17]) that can compute addition and multipli-
cation. There are also many papers on toolkit (e.g., [18])

and applications (e.g., [19]–[23]) based on HE. In MPC with
client-server settings based on FHE, there is no communica-
tion between computing parties, and this is a definite advan-
tage compared with MPC based on other building blocks.
However, it tends to require high computation costs. More-
over, we need to use the same key for encrypting plaintexts,
and this is a worrisome problem in multi-client settings. If
we adopt multi-key FHE (e.g., [24]), we do not need to take
care of this problem. However, in multi-key FHE, we need
to execute MPC for decrypting ciphertexts. Besides, practi-
cal performance is not enough and far from practical use.

2.3.3 Garbled Circuit

In garbled circuits (GC) (e.g., [1], [25]), we can construct
the garbled circuit and securely evaluate it as follows:

1. The party called “garbler” generates a garbled circuit;
that is, garbler prepares some ciphertexts for one AND
gate and assign keys for all input patterns. By repeating
this procedure, the garbler generates the garbled circuit
C(x, ·). Here, x is the input of the garbler, and C(x, ·)
does not leak the information of x. Then, the garbler
sends the garbled circuit to the other party called “eval-
uator”.

2. The evaluator tries to decrypt all the ciphertexts using
the key corresponding to the input of the evaluator y.
The evaluator can decrypt only one ciphertext and ob-
tain a new key for the next input. By repeating this pro-
cedure, evaluator eventually obtains the result of func-
tion evaluation C(x, y) without knowing x.

When we compute a large circuit, the size of data transfer
becomes large since we need to send more than one cipher-
text (= 128 bit, for example) per one AND gate [26], [27].
On the other hand, we can compute an arbitrary circuit with
constant small communication rounds. This means GC is
suitable for the computation of non-linear functions and the
computation over large-latency networks [28], [29]. We
have many application papers using GC (e.g., [30], [31]).

2.3.4 Trusted Hardware

We can execute MPC using trusted execution environments
(TEE). In Intel SGX [32], [33], a well-known realization
of TEE, we set the key in CPU as a root of trust and con-
struct isolated spaces (enclaves) on the RAM using the key.
Even the operating system cannot refer to the data in the en-
claves. Therefore, we can execute MPC via TEE [34], [35];
that is, we compute functions in enclaves. Although there
are some limitations (e.g., the size of enclaves), TEE-based
MPC works faster than all the other approaches. On the
other hand, there are many reports on side-channel attacks
for TEE (e.g., [36], [37]). Moreover, to believe the security
of TEE (and TEE-based MPC), we need to trust the correct-
ness of its design and manufacturing processes. TEE is a
relatively new technology, and there are some discussions
on its security including formalization (e.g., [38]).
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2.4 Discussion

In Sect. 2.3, we show some building blocks for MPC. If
we focus on execution speed. TEE-based MPC is faster
than others. CYBERNETICA (a technology company in
Estonia) releases a new MPC system based on TEE called
“Sharemind HI” (previously, it has been proposed “Share-
mind MPC”, a SS-based MPC system). As we previously
denoted, however, whether the TEE-based MPC is secure or
not is related to the trust. Moreover, it is not easy to verify
the security of TEE by third parties since it is a hardware-
based system.

Other approaches (MPC based on HE/GC/SS) have
pros and cons on their performances. Although FHE-based
MPC does not need communications between computing
parties, its performance is far from practice in many cases
since the costs for data transfer and computation is ex-
tremely high. In other MPC protocols, whole performances
depend on the communication costs in many cases. GC-
based MPC is suitable for large-latency environments since
it can execute via small constant-round communications.
However, the size of data transfer is large. SS-based MPC
has opposite properties to GC-based MPC. Recently, to
overcome the disadvantage of SS-based MPC (that is, it re-
quires many communication rounds than other approaches),
the mutual transformations (or mixed protocols) between
SS-based MPC and GC-based MPC (e.g., [10], [39]) have
been proposed.

3. Recent Advances of Secure Multi-Party Computa-
tion

In this section, we show recent advances in higher-level se-
cure protocols, privacy-preserving data analysis, and frame-
works/compilers for implementing MPC applications with
low-cost. We mainly show the research results on SS-based
MPC, and some of them are based on GC or HE. We do not
mention the details in each section, parallelizing the compu-
tations and communications are the major premises to im-
prove the performance in SS-based MPC.

3.1 Higher-Level Secure Protocols

By combining the protocols computing arithmetic/boolean
gates in Sect. 2.3.1, we can construct higher-level secure
protocols. Here we explain the basic strategies for construct-
ing these protocols efficiently.

(1) Equality Check

An equality check protocol Equality(JxKA, JyKA) (e.g., [10],
[40], [41]) outputs JzKB, where z = 1 iff x = y. A basic strat-
egy for constructing Equality is as follows: we first compute
t = x − y and then check all bits of t are 0 or not. If all the
bits of t are 0, it means t = x − y = 0. We need O(log n)
communication rounds for the above procedure when we
use OR with a tree structure. Although the computation and

memory costs increase, we can obtain more round-efficient
Equality based on multi-fan-in gates [42]†.

(2) Less-Than Comparison

A less-than comparison protocol (Comparison(JxKA, JyKA))
outputs JzKB, where z = 1 iff the condition x < y holds
(e.g., [10], [40], [41]). A basic strategy for constructing
Comparison is to check the sign of x − y. More precisely,
we execute the following procedures:

1. We compute the MSB of x, y, x − y over shares and set
them as Jx′KB, Jy′KB, Jd′KB, respectively.

2. We set Jz′KB = Jx′KB ⊕ Jy′KB.
3. We compute JsKB = AND(Jz′KB, Jy′KB) and JtKB =

AND(Jz′KB, Jd′KB).
4. We compute JcpKB = JsKB ⊕ JtKB.

Here, cp = 1 if x < y holds. We can execute MSB extrac-
tion using an overflow detection algorithm Overflow. We
need to O(log n) communication rounds since we calculate
the overflow from the lower bits. If we adopt not the shares
over Z2n but Zp (p: prime), we can construct constant-round
Comparison via the different strategy [43], [44].

(3) Division

A division protocol Division(JNKA, JDKA) outputs JzKA,
where z = bN/Dc (e.g., [40], [45]). We usually follow the
strategy by Goldschmidt; that is, we set

N
D

=
NY0Y1 · · ·

DY0Y1 · · ·

and make the numerator (DY0Y1 · · · ) closer to 1 by choosing
appropriate Yi (i = 0, 1, · · · ) to approximate the value of N

D
by the value of the denominator (NY0Y1 · · · ). We need very
high computation costs and communication rounds for the
above procedures. Moreover, we need to expand the field
size from 2n to 2n′ (with n < n′) in this protocol since we
have to appropriately treat decimal numbers. When we use
n = 64, for example, we have to set n′ = 206.

(4) Share Conversion

The outputs of some protocols (e.g., Equality, Comparison)
are boolean shares. When we would like to use them as
the next inputs, we usually have to convert them into arith-
metic shares. When we execute table lookup over shares,
for example, the basic strategy is (1) converting index into
one-hot vector using Equality and (2) computing a dot prod-
uct. However, we need to execute a boolean to arithmetic
conversion protocol after (1) since the outputs of Equality
are boolean shares, and we cannot use them as inputs for
an arithmetic dot product protocol. Share conversion pro-
tocols (boolean-to-arithmetic, arithmetic-to-boolean) have
been actively studied [10], [40], [42], [46]–[49]. A basic
strategy for boolean-to-arithmetic conversion protocols is
considering boolean shares as arithmetic ones and adding

†This is the same for almost all the following protocols.
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correction terms. We also have some taylor-made share con-
version protocols [39], [42] for specific applications (e.g.,
ReLU function in neural networks).

(5) Other Protocols

There are many other efficient secure protocols. These are
useful for privacy-preserving database operations and data
analysis (in Sect. 3.2). More concretely, we have the pro-
tocols like table lookup [42], [50], the maximum/minimum
value extraction [42], sorting [51]–[56], database join [57],
[58], and floating point number computation [59]–[61]

3.2 Privacy-Preserving Data Analysis

There are many research results on privacy-preserving data
analysis based on MPC.

(1) Machine Learning

There are many research results on privacy-preserving data
mining (start from [62], [63]) and secure machine learn-
ing (e.g., [12], [39], [41], [64], [65]). Research targets
have varied, and recently there are many results on privacy-
preserving deep neural networks. The accuracy is lower
than the training using plaintexts in most cases because of
the following reasons:

• We usually approximate the non-linear functions (e.g.,
a sigmoid function, a softmax function) by polynomials
because of the performance. If we use lower-degree
polynomials (for making computation more efficient),
the approximation gets rough and loses the accuracy of
the machine learning model.

• Most of the previous research results adopt the small
parameters (e.g., the number of layers in multilayer
perceptron, the number of filters in convolutional neu-
ral networks) to complete the calculation within an ac-
ceptable time.

Recently, we have the results on fast neural network infer-
ences using the specificity of learning models [66]. In bi-
narized neural networks (neural networks that all param-
eters are restricted to the binary), for example, a heavy
Max-pooling function can be replaced by a lightweight OR
function since all the parameters in this model are binary.
However, we know immoderate quantization of parameters
leads to significant accuracy loss. To overcome this prob-
lem, the researcher on machine learning investigated the
moderate quantization for the training and inference in neu-
ral networks [67]. Moreover, this scheme executes train-
ing/inference using not floating-point numbers but integers.
This property is suitable for MPC, and the researcher on
MPC immediately adopted this strategy and showed a more
efficient and accurate construction of privacy-preserving
neural networks [68]. Although the original motivation of
quantization (in machine learning fields) was efficient hard-
ware implementations, it also profited to the MPC research
since a smaller range of plaintext leads to the more efficient
execution of MPC.

(2) String Analysis

There are many papers on privacy-preserving edit distance
computation. In this setting, each two-party has a string
(e.g., genome string) and computes the edit distance be-
tween these two strings. There are many research results
on approximate edit distance computation (e.g., [30], [69])
since we need costly dynamic programming for exact edit
distance computation. We also have results on the extended
edit distance computation like weighted edit distance and
Needleman-Wunsch distance [70]. There also exist some
results on string analysis other than edit distance compu-
tation. For example, we have some results on privacy-
preserving full-text search [21], [71], [72]. All previous
works on privacy-preserving full-text search are based on
HE, and its performance is not enough for large-scale ap-
plications (e.g., human genome analysis) so far. We can
also construct privacy-preserving text classification proto-
cols [73], [74] and apply them to the tweet analysis and hate-
speech detection. In this field, there is an example that we
can feel the importance of considering specific algorithms
of MPC. In the exact edit distance computation, we need to
compute min(a+1, b+e, c+1). Here, a, b, and c are arbitrary
integers and e ∈ {0, 1}. Although it requires high costs for
computing the above function since a + 1, b + e, and c + 1
can be large integers. However, we can reduce the costs by
considering b + min(a − b + 1, e, c − b + 1) since the con-
ditions a − b + 1 ∈ {0, 1, 2} and c − b + 1 ∈ {0, 1, 2} hold
from the property of edit distance computation. By using
this algorithm, we can significantly improve the efficiency
of privacy-preserving edit distance computation [23], [70].
Although such a trial is also meaningful in the standard com-
putation, it is more critical in MPC.

(3) The Nearest Neighbor Search

A (k-)nearest neighbor search protocol is a basis for many
applications (e.g., biometric matching, similar data search),
and there are many results [10], [30], [75]–[79] in the field
of MPC. Most of the protocols are based on HE or GC, and
recently we can see some results based on SS. Similar to the
case of edit distance computation, we can also the approxi-
mate nearest neighbor search [30], [79] for speeding up the
execution.

3.3 Low-Cost Implementation and Social Experiments

In general, implementing fast MPC correctly and securely
is difficult in practice. Therefore, only a few specialists can
implement MPC now, and this can be a barrier to wide us-
age in the real world. To break this situation, there are some
results on MPC compilers [48], [80], [81]. MPC compil-
ers take a (standard) program code (= function) written by
major programming languages (e.g., C, Python) or domain
specific language as input, and output a program code for
MPC of the same function. Some optimizations (e.g., mak-
ing the circuit shallow as possible, convert loop to vector)
are automatically applied. Such results are very important
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for the social implementation of MPC.
A proof of concept is also important to proceed with

the social implementation of MPC. There is a paper on the
experiment by Boston University [82]. This experiment
computed the disparity in salaries between companies while
keeping the salary secret.

4. Conclusion

In this paper, we first explained the settings, security no-
tions, and building blocks for MPC. Then, we showed cur-
rent situations on applications and implementation of MPC.
As recent advances in this field,

• we explained the case example that integration with
other fields is progressing. An appropriate quantiza-
tion has been studied in machine learning fields, and
the researcher of privacy-preserving machine learning
adopted this trend for making their model more effi-
cient and accurate.

• we explained the importance of specific algorithms and
appropriate approximation for MPC. In edit distance
computation, by carefully devising the protocol, we
can replace the costly minimum value extraction proto-
col by alternative lightweight calculation while keeping
their outputs.

• we explained the efforts for improving usability (e.g.,
MPC compilers). Many organizations continue to de-
velop and enhance their frameworks/compilers. We
consider these are vital activities since requiring arti-
sans of MPC in developing privacy-preserving appli-
cations can be a bottleneck of social implementations.

We consider the performance of MPC applications will con-
tinue to be improved by accelerating the above research
trends. We would like to expect that MPC contributes a safer
and more convenient society in the future.
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